Chapter: 3136
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Because it was filming with the crew, the crew provided
accommodation, that is, the hotel next to the filming base, which is not
a high-end place, a standard double room, and An Ning was arranged
to live with a makeup artist in the crew.
“How did the script look?” After the placement, An Ning went directly
to the crew, because Director Qin had a special interest in An Ning
when he auditioned before, so his attitude was not bad when he saw
An Ning coming.
“Well, it’s not bad.” An Ning replied, after researching in the past few
days, she found that the role of Princess Minmin is really very
emotional, “Princess Minmin’s emotions are very delicate, I feel like
this character is alive. , She has reasons for what she does, and has her
own responsibilities.”
After An Ning said this, the first person to react was the original
author of “Peerless Beauty”. Although he was behind Director Qin, his
expression was very excited.
This character is also her favorite. Although she hasn’t told anyone
about it, she is indeed her favorite when she is creating. Although she
has to be blackened later, she handles it very well and will not disgust
the audience. Will sympathize and understand Minmin’s identity,
understand her involuntary.
Of course, after An Ning read the script further, she had already
vaguely felt it, and seemed to understand better why a character who
was not a villain in her previous life became popular.
After a while, several other actors came one after another. After most
of the people were there, the director held a kick-off ceremony on the
spot, and everyone took a photo together. The launch conference had
been held the day before, of course, I was unable to participate in the
An Ning coffee seat.
“In the next few months of shooting time, I still need everyone to pay
more attention. Of course, I’m going to talk about it in the front, as
long as it is turned on, then in my group, no matter how famous you
are, you have to follow the procedure for me. ” Director Qin said.
Obviously, Director Qin and Director Wu Fang have two extreme
personalities. When Director Wu was filming before, he was always
gentle and gentle. Even if they occasionally did not move properly, they
just corrected them with a smile.
In the last life, An Ning had also heard about Director Qin Chuzhi. At
that time, Tang Qian happened to be filming her drama. Because the
movements were not in place, Qin Daoqi scolded Tang Qian directly,
suspecting that Tang Qian was a golden horse. How did the actress
rated it?
Tang Qian was naturally unhappy, and she fell out with Director Qin
on the spot. Of course, she couldn’t get anything good in the end, but
she went back to filming in a disheartened manner.
After hearing this, several leading actors glanced at each other, but did
not speak, probably because they had heard about Director Qin’s style
of doing things before coming here.
Taking advantage of this time, An Ning roughly watched the actors in
the crew.
She is a complete newcomer, so she naturally stands next to her. Next
to her is the second male. She is quite a powerful actor, but when she is
middle-aged, she has no traffic, so her popularity is not not tall.
“Peerless Beauty” tells a love story under the background of national
hatred and family hatred. The prince Xuanyuan of Dahua fell in love
with Lin Ye, the second daughter of the prime minister of his country,
and the two walked step by step. A love-hate relationship with the
princess of the border feudal kingdom.
Among the more important characters in this drama, Prince Xuanyuan
is played by another well-known first-line actor Huang Jingren. When
taking pictures, he naturally stands in the main seat, next to Director
Qin.
And the heroine Lin Ye is a little actress Lin Keke under Tianhua
Entertainment. She has not been in the entertainment circle for a long
time, but because of her sweet voice, she can be considered to have
opened up her acting career. But instead of standing in the middle, the
middle C position on the other side of the director is another actor
named Chi Fang.
In the play, Chi Fang plays the heroine’s best friend. She is a general
and has a hot personality and dares to act. In reality, I don’t know if it’s
because of the nerves or because of the background. I just stood
beside the director in such a big way, and didn’t seem to notice
anything wrong at all.

